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Release Notes 
Version 

Release date 

22.8.1-ST 

16/11/2022 

⚫ Attendance: WebPxP: Users were unable to add absences when in Sentral Classic version 

Version 

Release date 

22.8.2-ST 

18/11/2022 

⚫ Core/Network Services: An internal server issue prevented certain schools getting status 

check-ins such as SSL updates 

Version 

Release date 

22.8.3-ST 

24/11/2022 

⚫ Attendance: Security issue: Potential Cross Site Scripting vulnerability identified 

The potential vulnerability has been removed. 

⚫ Purchase Orders: An error appeared when opening a purchase order 

An 'HTTP Error 500' error was appearing when you tried to open a purchase order. This error has 

been resolved, and purchase orders can now be opened successfully. 

⚫ Staff Absences: Security issue: Potential XSS vulnerabilities identified 

The potential vulnerabilities have been removed. 

Version 

Release date 

22.8.4-ST 

24/11/2022 

⚫ Class Builder: A code change resulted in an invalid redirect URL 

Version 

Release date 

22.8.5-ST 

29/11/2022 

⚫ Sentral Setup: School Information: In certain situations, an error occurred when 

attempting to load the School Information page 

Version 

Release date 

22.8.6-ST 

1/12/2022 

⚫ Core Platform: Product usage analytics was excluding non-SSO users from telemetry data 

Version 

Release date 

22.8.7-ST 

7/12/2022 

⚫ Attendance: Grid rolls would fail to print when selecting an alphabetically named year level 

⚫ Wellbeing (Improvement): Suspension approval emails can be disabled in the Restrictions 

section of the Suspension setup 

⚫ Wellbeing (Improvement): Added IERS tags to the appropriate Suspension categories for 

NSW Department of Education (DoE) schools 

The suspension categories tagged with IERS are compatible with the new Inclusive, Engaging 

and Respectful Schools policy for NSW DoE schools. 

⚫ Wellbeing: Suspensions not deactivated when associated incident is deleted 

NSW DoE schools must now enter suspensions directly through incidents. If a mistake was made 

in lodging it, the incident was removed, however the suspension follow-up action record was not. 

Deactivating the associated suspension follow-up action when an incident is removed now works 

correctly. 

Version 

Release date 

22.8.8-ST 

16/12/2022 

⚫ Wellbeing: Modifications to suspensions would not save where the number of days set to 

'expire after' was greater than the number of days left for the term 
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Version 

Release date 

23.1.0-ST 

16/1/2023 

 Academic Reports 

Issues resolved 

 ⚫ Overall Self-Assessment comments could be skipped when generating the Self-

Assessments export 

⚫ Administrators did not have access to delete assessment schemas 

⚫ Reports: Selecting Save on a Course Results page would give a mark of '0' to any student 

who is not yet marked 

⚫ Course Result List component: The student Rank value could fail to display in this 

component 

⚫ Course Result List component: The Header value for this component would fail to save 

when new text was added 

⚫ Achievement Breakdown component: The N/A value would incorrectly display as a 

separate column in certain cases 

The N/A value would incorrectly display as a separate column in cases where the student received 

an N/A result for a strand, N/A was set to display as an overlay, and strands were set to show as 

headers. 

⚫ Attitude to Learning component: Report generation would fail if using this component set 

to St John Bosco College style with the N/A overlay enabled 

⚫ Attributes Table component: This component could overrun the page edge and truncate 

in some circumstances 

⚫ Student Photo component: This component could fail to print an image if a specific image 

was selected to print in cases where no photo existed 

⚫ A redundant dropdown icon could show in the Rollover screen when using Sentral Indigo 

⚫ The Effort field would incorrectly display within a student's reporting data entry screen 

when Effort had been disabled within the assessment schema 

⚫ Delete option would not appear against a Gradebook task in cases where the name of the 

task was more than 30 characters 

⚫ Ampersands could display as HTML code within the Comment Bank category name 

⚫ Attempting to generate a print preview from within the Subject Layouts page would fail 

 Admin Enquiry 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Reports: Certain reports that displayed rollclasses printed out the ID instead of the name 

of the rollclass 

⚫ Admin Enquiry: PHP warning would display on the Report page when generating a General 

Absence report returning 0 results 

 Attendance 

Improvements 

⚫ Added configuration options within Attendance Setup to enable or disable automatic 

absences 

The Automatic Absences menu, found within Attendance Setup, now has options to: 

— enable automatic absences for all students 

— enable automatic absences for specific year groups 

— enable automatic absences for specific roll groups. 

If enabled, the specified students will automatically be made absent at 7am each morning. To 

remove the absence, students will need to either be manually marked as present or swipe in via 

a kiosk. 
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 Dashboard 

Security issue 

⚫ Unsupported file types could potentially be uploaded to Daily Notices 

Restrictions have been applied to file types that can be uploaded to daily notices. 

 Enrolments 

Issues resolved 

⚫ In certain cases, Alumni students could not be accessed from the Former Students area 

⚫ Screen would not auto-refresh when staff addresses were entered 

 Fees and Billing 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Enrolments sync: Sync was failing 

The Enrolments sync was failing in certain scenarios where inactive relationships were detected 

between students and parents. The sync logic has been refined to avoid these failures. 

⚫ Parent portal: Online payment wasn't updating the activity notification 

If a portal user paid for an activity online, and then selected the View Details button for the activity 

notification in their Home feed, the student was still showing as Unpaid. The details are now 

updated correctly to show the student as Paid. 

 Health 

Improvements 

⚫ Added a warning message when there are no valid contacts to send SMS 

 Integrations 

Improvements 

⚫ Restricted Schoolbox integration to Cloud servers 

 Wellbeing 

Improvements 

⚫ Updated the warning message given when the days to expire for a school suspension 

exceed the number of school days left in the year 

The warning message now specifies the valid number of days for the suspension. 

⚫ Added Disable button which allows users to de-activate and re-activate the in-built 

suspension categories 

⚫ Added a new merge field for Suspensions: Nominated Contact Person 

This merge field can be added to suspension letters to produce the name of the nominated contact 

person produced during suspension creation. 

⚫ Deactivates custom suspension types – NSW Department of Education (DoE) schools only 

The new NSW DoE Behaviour policy requires that specific suspension types be used to comply, 

and to enable the SCOUT data transfer. To facilitate this, any custom categories that do not 

comply will be deactivated. It will be possible to edit and manage a previously existing custom 

suspension type to correct or update the values for a student.  

⚫ Added an option in Sentral Setup to specify the local Department phone number 

This functionality is primarily for use in generating Wellbeing letters. A Local District Office Phone 

merge field is available within the School dropdown found when creating Wellbeing letters. This 

allows users to insert the phone number into a letter. 

⚫ Added the ability to enforce an end date for suspension categories 

Configuration within the suspension category will determine whether the 'Days to Expire' field is 

required when creating a suspension.  

Issues resolved 

⚫ Award nominations could fail to trigger for valid students in some circumstances 

⚫ The word ‘suspension’ was misspelled in the suspension notification email 
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⚫ Email text would incorrectly display a hyperlink to a specific Wellbeing incident in the 

associated notification email in cases where external access to Wellbeing was disabled 

 


